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This modular garden trellis can be configured to almost any height, width and layout, with the added advantage of being
made of solid copper tubing. The copper will develop a beautiful verdigris patina over time.

The basic kit contains two pairs of joining uprights, two horizontal members, two support cups and two
decorative leaf caps, forming a 48" high by 18" wide trellis. Optional kits are offered (as described in
the table below) to increase the height in 24" increments and/or width in 18" increments, allowing you
to design a straight line, zigzag, a closed shape trellis, or any other layout to meet your exacting garden needs.
Once in place, the 5/8" tubes provide a stable and secure support for climbing plants, while providing a
decorative touch to your garden. These tubes are made even more stable when the lowermost uprights
are placed within the 3" dia. galvanized steel support cups that are simply pressed into ground and
covered up with earth. If desired, intermediate supports can be added for climbing plants by wrapping
bare copper wire (or cord) around the horizontal members. With its decorative copper leaf caps,
Tripar’s Copper Trellis creates a simple and elegant addition to your garden.
Item #

Description

Included in kits

CP0901

Basic Kit (48" high x 18" wide)

4 x 24" vertical tubes, 2 x 18" horizontal tubes, 2 leaf caps, 2 support cups

CP0901B

Vertical Extension Kit (adds 24" height)

2 x 24" vertical tubes, 1 x 18" horizontal tube

CP0901C

Horizontal Extension Kit (adds 18" width)

2 x 24" vertical tubes, 2 x 18" horizontal tubes, 1 leaf cap, 1 support cup

CP0901D

Corner Extension Kit (filler pieces if adding
B & C)

1 x 24" vertical tube, 1 x 18" horizontal tube
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